
Prehospital Committee 
 
6-18-8 
 
Minutes are approved from last meeting. 
 
Old Business:  
Protocols are still in the process of being finalized. There are no other changes to be 
made just the process of putting all of them into flow charts.  These will be presented in 
1-2m to the committee 
 
Rosettas are distributed and being used with mostly success.  A STEMI was transmitted 
yesterday. 
 
Dr. Lang is doing ride-alongs on a monthly basis rotating among different agencies.  
These are generally the afternoon after the PHC meetings but may be spotty over summer 
months. 
 
Bonnie presented the lifetymer.com cpr metronome device which actually counts the 
compressions for you and tells you the rate.  This device seems even better than a 
metronome and thus we recommend it over other options.   
 
CCR:  August Run Reviews will be used to roll out the training for CCR to all the 
agencies in the area.  Dr. Lang has conferred with Dr. Dwyer and both favor starting 
CCR in the VVEMS system.  A single start date in mid august will be most efficient for 
roll out.  We will try to get Dr. Bobrow for October run review if possible. 
 
July run review will be advanced IV Access which covers EJs, PICC, portacaths, Easy 
IO.  We still need an IO use protocol and also a CPAP use protocol for VVEMS.  These 
are possibly in development by SFD, who has definitely started with CPAP. 
 
CPAP training will be presented to VVEMS (other than SFD) in coming months.  The 
Boussignac devices are here.  Will pursue training devices from mfr. 
 
New Business: 
 
Dr. Detlefs from Banner Good Sam trauma service came up last night and presented 
Trauma in OB to a small group. 
 
Dr. Lang suggests that each agency obtain 5” needles of 12 or 14 gauge for needling 
chests, as regular IVs are too short in many patients of modern size. 
 
Dr. Lang discussed adding tourniquet use to our first line treatment for significant 
extremity bleeding.  This will be reviewed with Tish and added to our protocol revisions.  
This would be done with either a special device or blood pressure cuff. 
 



We passed the state base station inspection last week pending Dr. Lang’s ACLS renewal 
in 3 days.  
 
A discussion of hypoglycemia was undertaken and Dr. Lang recommended that medics 
strongly encourage these patients not to refuse care because of the high risk of underlying 
dangerous conditions or serious consequences of hypoglycemia recurrence. 
 
The new VVEMS medic orientation program will be discussed further with Tish.  We 
will work to make it user friendly and responsive to agencies while being respectful of 
the considerable staff time use.  Dr. Lang suggests that it be presented monthly or 
bimonthly and that it not be required to start work.  It also could be waived if someone 
already works in the area. 
 
 
 
Next meeting is July 16th.  
 


